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Abstract
The phenomenon of dynamic temperature stratification in
atriums makes existing simulation methods by setting the
whole space as one temperature have obvious defects,
especially for shopping malls with continuously occupied
walkways, multiple linearly distributed atriums, and
continuous air exchange among internal spaces. This
paper attempts to explore an accurate and efficient energy
simulation method based on the atrium temperature
stratification and characteristics of shopping malls.
Huaifang Wanda, a typical shopping mall in northern
China was selected to conduct on-site measurements and
comparative analysis. The temperature distribution of
atriums was first measured on both a typical summer and
winter day to identify the characteristics of temperature
stratification in shopping malls. The measurement results
were then utilized as guidance for different modelling
methods of atrium zone divisions. Validations for
temperature distribution and energy consumption were
carried out to assess both accuracy and efficiency
according to the requirements of mean bias error (MBE).
Results found the temperature stratification in atriums
was more significant in higher floor areas, and the
maximum vertical temperature difference exceeded 6 ℃
within one day. Results also found the multi-zone model
by dividing atriums horizontally can be used for energy
simulations of atriums, and it was more accurate with the
increment of zone division numbers. Given the trade-off
between accuracy and efficiency, a simulation approach
for atriums in shopping malls was finally proposed. This
study contributes to the academic literature by first
revealing characteristics of temperature stratification in
atriums of shopping malls, and it is also of practical
importance as providing an energy simulation method for
the design work of architects.

Introduction
Atrium is one of the popular design methods of architects,
especially in shopping malls to create a rich space
experience for customers in the experience economy era
(Abdullah et al. 2009; Calcagni and Paroncini 2004; Hung
and Chow 2001). In addition to the impressive space
aesthetic, atrium provides daylight (Jin et al. 2017), direct
solar radiation (Baker and Steemers 2003), natural
ventilation (Assadi, Dalir, and Hamidi 2011).
Nevertheless, it also causes problems for thermal
environment due to the excessive heat gain in summers

and heat loss in winters from large glazing walls (Göçer,
Tavil, and Özkan 2006). It is therefore essential for
architects to adopt an energy efficient design for atriums
in initial design periods. However, due to the lack of
professional knowledge and relevant energy efficiency
issues, architects tend to determine the final design choice
based on their rules of thumb (Østergård et al 2016),
especially when there is no appropriate simulation method.
As studies have shown there is an obvious temperature
stratification in large spaces (Nishioka et al. 2000; Wang
et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2014), the well mixed model is
surely not acceptable for corresponding simulations
(Chen 2009; Griffith and Chen 2004). Moreover, things
are even more complicated in shopping malls. Different
from other buildings, the walkway, where atriums are
located, is continuously occupied by customers in the
entire shopping process, making it a special architectural
function space. Furthermore, to house various retail stores
under one roof, there are multiple atrium units linearly
distributed in the long circulation route, resulting in
interactions among different units. Additionally, to attract
consumers, retail stores in shopping malls always adopt
an open storefront to reduce the psychological barrier for
customers to come in (Ebster 2011), causing continuous
air exchanges between stores and walkways (Carrilho da
Graça, Martins, and Horta 2012). Therefore, in addition
to the temperature stratification, the energy simulation
method for atriums in shopping malls should consider all
those characteristics discussed above.
There are already various simulation approaches for the
temperature stratification in large spaces. Room air
models in EnergyPlus, such as constant gradient room air
model and non-dimensional height room air model, can
be utilized to define the non-uniform air temperature
(DOE 2018), but they cannot reflect the dynamic changes
of temperature distribution at different times of the day
and year. Although computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
is a favourable choice to reveal temperature distributions
for its high resolution, the steady-state modelling is
normally used due to its heavy computations, resulting in
its obtained results are also static in time (Abdullah and
Wang 2012). The emergence of dynamic thermal
modelling (DTM) provides a new choice to quickly and
dynamically reflect the temperature distribution by
modelling smaller spaces as rooms in conventional
buildings (Chen 2009). Multi-zone model is one of the
widely used ones by calculating heat and air flows moving
among divided rooms through energy and mass balance

equations (Megri and Haghighat 2007). It is time efficient,
and moreover, the simulation results can be even on
hourly basis. Although it has been validated (Wang and
Chen 2007), this method is currently mainly applied to
studies on double skin façade (Mateus, Pinto, & Graça
2014) and small-scale buildings like offices (Abdullah
and Wang 2012). The applicability in atriums of largescale buildings like shopping malls are not clear,
especially considering the characteristics discussed above.
In addition, there is no conclusions on the specific
modelling methods by dividing atriums to obtain
simulation results accurately and efficiently.
The objective of this study is to explore an accurate and
efficient energy simulation method for atriums in
shopping malls based on the temperature stratification and
building characteristics. For this purpose, one typical
shopping mall in northern China was first chosen to carry
out the on-site measurement of atrium temperature
distributions. Comparative analysis of different modelling
methods on the basis of measurement results was then
performed for both temperature distribution and energy
consumption. Moreover, to improve the simulation
efficiency in early design stages, the length of simulation
time was incorporated to identify the final simulation
method. The analysis results and findings can facilitate
the design work of architects by providing them with an
accurate and efficient simulation method and help them to
better understand the impact of atrium designs on building
energy performance.

Atrium temperature distribution
The building
Huaifang Wanda is one of the typical shopping malls in
Beijing (39°56′N, 116°20′E), the capital city of China. It
was put into use in December 2016, with daily business
hours from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. The total building
area is 230,000 m2, with four floors above the ground and
two floors underground. There are nine atriums linearly
distributed in the rotated “L” shaped circulation route,
including one circular central atrium and eight common
rectangular atriums (shown in Fig. 1).

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: Floor plans showing atriums, walkways, and
shops: (a) Ground floor plan; (b) Typical floor plans of
second to fourth floors.
On-site measurements
To ensure the indoor temperature in a comfortable state
when opening every day, the heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) system is turned on half an hour
before the business hours. In addition, it is shut down half
an hour before closing at night to save energy.
Accordingly, the everyday operation schedule of HVAC
system is from 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. As this period is the
focus of energy simulation, the temperature on-site
measurement was carried out on both a typical winter
(February 25th, 2017) and summer (July 29th, 2017) day
respectively covering that whole time period (12 h).
As the layout of circulation route is approximately a
rotated “L” shape, Atrium 4 and 7, in the middle of two
walkways (red lines shown in Fig. 1), were selected to
make the on-site measurement and represent the atrium
temperature distributions in these two orientations.
HOBO UX100-003, temperature/relative humidity data
loggers (temperature range from -20 to 70 ℃ and
accuracy of ±0.4 ℃), was utilized to record the
temperature distribution with five-minute time steps.
During the measurement, the sensors were installed on the
bottom of handrails about one meter high above each floor
ground in the middle of two selected atriums, being
invisible to avoid the disturbance from shopping activities.
Temperature distribution
Measurement results of temperature distribution in
Atrium 4 and 7 are illustrated in Fig. 2. It can be seen that
the temperature stratification in atriums mainly appears in
higher floor areas of third and fourth floors, and this
phenomenon is not significant in lower floors especially
in summers with almost the same temperature. This is
caused by the locations of air diffusion terminal devices
and external environment conditions. Terminal devices in
atriums of shopping malls are installed on the walls of the
second floor with air only discharged almost horizontally
to lower occupied floor areas. Also, blocked by floors, the
direct solar radiation cannot reach those areas. On the

contrary, the combined effects of direct solar radiation
and stack effect result in obvious temperature
stratifications in higher floor areas.
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(b) Atrium 7: Winter
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Figure 2: Measurement results of temperature
distribution: (a) Atrium 4; (b) Atrium 7.

Additionally, the trend of temperature variations in the
first, second, and third floors are almost the same. In
summer, the air temperature in those areas is relatively
stable; while in winter, it gradually increases almost in the
whole day. This increment is affected by both HVAC
systems and internal heat gains. In addition to the air
diffusion terminal devices, there is radiant floor heating in
winters. Due to the impact of shopping activities and
external environment conditions, this upward trend
gradually stops when there are fewer customers after 8:00
p.m., the time when the outdoor temperature also becomes
low. As the fourth floor is directly adjacent to the external
environment through skylights, the temperature there
fluctuates significantly. This fluctuation is more obvious
in winters with maximum temperature difference within
one day even exceeding 6 ℃. Moreover, affected by the
external environment conditions, the highest air
temperature in both summer and winter is reached around
3:00 to 4:00 p.m. After that, there is a downward trend as
the outside temperature drops.
Comparing measurement results of these two atriums, it
can be found that atrium orientation also affects the
temperature distribution. As Atrium 7 is located in the
north-south walkway with long sides facing east and west,
it receives more solar radiation than Atrium 4 being
blocked by retail shops in the south direction. Therefore,
whether in winter or summer, the temperature of Atrium
7 is higher than that in Atrium 4. Moreover, due to the
larger solar elevation angle in summer, the temperature
fluctuation even appears on the third floor of Atrium 7
affected by the penetration of direct solar radiations.

Modelling method
Atrium divisions
Given the obvious vertical temperature stratification, it is
necessary to divide the atriums horizontally for energy
simulation in shopping malls. Moreover, to ensure heat
and air flows among thermal zones, connections should
also be applied.
To explore the impact of atrium divisions on the accuracy
of energy simulation, Table 1 describes four modelling
methods to be analysed. First, Method D1 adopts the
commonly used method to set the entire atrium as one
temperature. Second, Method D2 divides the atriums into
four zones horizontally according to the numbers of
building floors. All divided zones are then connected by
using the airflow network (AFN) of multi-zone model
through large openings between each two adjacent spaces.
Third, as the temperature stratification is more obvious in
higher floor areas according to the measurement results,
Method D3 divides each of the third and fourth floors into
five zones again on the basis of Method D2. Fourth, to
further accurately reflect the stratification, Method D4
divides the second floor into five zones as well based on
Method D3. In addition, connections are also applied
among atriums, walkways, and retail shops according to
the actual situation in shopping malls. Afterwards, only
thermal zones of the first-floor atrium, where air diffusion
terminal devices are located, are performed temperature

control. The temperature of other atrium zones is affected
through connections with adjacent zones.
For the settings of connections, the openings are defined
as “simple opening” object with a constant air flow
exponent of 0.65. The wind pressure effect is estimated
by the Bernoulli’s equation, and the surface-averaged

wind pressure coefficient is generated form the wind
incident angle and side ratio according to ASHRAE
Fundamentals Handbook 2001. Due to different divisions
of these four methods, there will be differences in
temperature predictions for atriums, thereby affecting
simulation results of building energy consumptions.

Table 1: Atrium division methods for energy simulation.
Division methods

Detailed description

Method D1

1) Air in the atrium is considered as fully mixed,
namely the air temperature is controlled the same
for the entire space.
2) It is a traditional commonly used simulation
method for energy consumption.

Method D2

1) Each atrium is horizontally divided into four
thermal zones according to the number of floors.
Afterwards, the divided zones are connected by
AFN of multi-zone model.
2) Only the first-floor zone is performed
temperature control due to the location of air
diffusion terminal devices.
3) This method has been applied in relevant
studies of office buildings (Abdullah and Wang
2012; Palma Rojas 2014; Zhai, Johnson, and
Krarti 2011).

Method D3

1) According to the measurement results, higher
floor areas of the third and fourth floors, with
more obvious temperature stratification, are
further divided into five zones on the basis of
Method D2.
2) The method to divide each floor into five
zones has been applied to the research on
shadings of shopping malls in the tropics (Wang
et al. 2014). However, that is a naturally
ventilated atrium with no temperature controls in
all thermal zones, which is different from this
study.

Method D4

1) To further accurately reflect the temperature
stratification in atriums, the second-floor area is
also divided into five zones on the basis of
Method D3.
2) The aim of this method is the same as Method
D3 to conduct more detailed divisions for the
entire atrium space.

Schematic of methods

Energy models
• Construction and loads
For all these four modelling methods, the corresponding
energy models were built in EnergyPlus (Version 8-9-0).
Table 2 presents relevant building information related to
energy simulations. The building construction is the same
as the actual condition. Internal heat gains (equipment,
occupancy, and lighting) and related schedules are
defined according to the local design standard (GB50189
2015).

Beijing (Zhang and Huang 2004) containing hourly
weather data for one year (8760 h) was adopted.
(a)

Table 2: Building information related to energy
simulation.

U-value
SHGC
Visible transmittance
Loads
Equipment
Occupancy
Lighting

Value

Units

0.44
0.48

W/m2 K
W/m2 K

0.08
1.65
0.27
0.80

W/m2 K
-

N: 0.14, S: 0.26,
W: 0.27, E: 0.06
2.70
0.72
0.80

-

13
4
10

W/m2
m2/person
W/m2

(b)

W/m2 K
-

• HVAC system
In shopping malls, air diffusers in atriums are commonly
installed only in lower floor areas, where occupancy
activities take place (Chow and Wong 1999). The selected
case, Huaifang Wanda, also incorporates this control
method, as shown in Fig. 3(a). In addition, for activities
in walkways, there are rectangular diffusers embedded in
the ceilings of each floor area (Fig. 3(b)). Therefore, in
the simulation process, the temperature control of thermal
zones was defined according to the actual locations of
diffusers. For atriums, only the first-floor area was
controlled, and the walkways of all floors were controlled.
The cooling and heating set points were 26 ℃ (from May
1st to September 30th) and 18 ℃ (from November 1st to
March 15th) respectively according to the local design
standard (GB50189 2015). The operation schedule was
the same as the actual condition from 9:30 a.m. to 9:30
p.m. every day as discussed above.
• Climate data
Climate data of the measurement day used for
temperature validations were collected based on recorded
data from the local weather station. For the validation of
annual energy simulation, standard weather data of

Figure 3: Air diffusion terminal devices in (a) atriums
and (b) walkways.

Results
Validations for temperature distribution
Taking Atrium 7 as an example, Fig. 4 illustrates
comparisons of zone temperature between simulations
(1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th floor with one-hour time steps) and
measurements (1st’, 2nd’, 3rd’, and 4th’ floor with fiveminute time steps). As Method D1 sets the entire atrium
as one temperature, the comparison in this section is
mainly for Method D2, Method D3, and Method D4.
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Figure 4: Comparison of zone temperature between
simulated values and measured values for (a) Method
D2, (b) Method D3, and (c) Method D4, respectively.
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Compared with the measurement results, Method D2 has
a poor prediction for zone temperature in both winter and
summer. The simulation results for each floor in winter
are lower than the measurements; while in summer, the
simulated values of third and fourth floors are much
higher comparing to the measurements. Although the
simulation results of Method D3 and Method D4 are not
that good at the beginning and end of the operation period,
their overall prediction effects are relatively good.
Especially for the results of summer, simulated values
nearly coincide with the measured ones. The difference is
that the temperature prediction of the second floor in
Method D4 is a little bit higher. In winter, although the
predictions are slightly different from measurements, the
MBE is within an acceptable range being less than 10%.
In comparison with Method D3, simulation results of
Method D4 for the second and third floors are closer to the
measurements. Therefore, Method D4 is more accurate
than Method D3, and both of them are obviously better
than Method D2. That is, the more detailed divisions of
atriums, the more accurate the temperature prediction.
Validations for energy consumption
As the temperature prediction of Method D4 is closest to
the actual value, its energy simulation result is also
considered as the most accurate one among these four
methods. Table 3 illustrates the annual energy simulation
results of the other three methods and their corresponding
simulation errors compared with Method D4.
Energy simulation results of Method D1 for both heating
and cooling are high due to setting temperature controls
for the entire atrium space. Although the simulation error
of Method D2 for total energy consumption is small, errors
for the sub-items of cooling and heating are large. This is
due to the large deviations of temperature predictions in
both winter and summer. In addition, the result of Method
D3 is closest to Method D4 with the monthly simulated
MBE within an acceptable level of 5% (DOE 2015), and
this is also consistent with the temperature prediction
result. Therefore, combined with the simulation accuracy
of both air temperature and energy consumption, detailed
divisions of atriums in higher floor areas, where

temperature stratification is more obvious, have a greater
impact on the accuracy of energy simulations.
Simulation efficiency
For architects, in addition to the simulation accuracy, how
to get simulation results efficiently is another important
focus of their attention in the early design stage. To
improve the simulation efficiency, on the basis of Method
D3 (with an acceptable simulation error), the number of
atrium divisions on the third and fourth floors was
reduced to 2, 3, and 4 respectively to obtain the
corresponding simplified models of Method D3-2, Method
D3-3, and Method D3-4. Table 4 illustrates the annual
energy simulation results of these simplified models for
both accuracy and efficiency compared with Method D4.
All simulations were conducted by a computer with 12
CPU cores (24 threads) E5-2650V4 CPU 2.2 GHz for a 1
h time step one-year simulation.
As shown in Table 4, although the accuracy of Method D4
is high, one single simulation takes nearly two hours,
which is not conductive to architects’ various attempts of
different scenarios in early design stages. Compared with
Method D4, Method D3 is relatively time-saving and the
accuracy is also acceptable. Furthermore, the simulation
time can be still reduced with the decrease of atrium
division numbers on the basis of Method D3. However, it
should be noted that the simulation error also increases,
especially for the heating error. According to the
requirement of controlling MBE of monthly simulation
results within ± 5% (DOE 2015), Method D3-4, by
dividing each of the third and fourth floor into four zones,
is an acceptable choice. The length of its final simulation
time is even less than half of Method D4.

Conclusions
This paper investigated the temperature distribution of
atriums in shopping malls and analysed the influence of
different modelling methods on both simulation accuracy
and efficiency. Through on-site measurements, it is found
there are obvious temperature stratifications in shopping
malls and the maximum temperature difference can
exceed 6 ℃ within one day. This phenomenon is more
significant in the higher floor areas, where the
temperature fluctuation is also more obvious. In addition,
the comparative analysis of different modelling methods
reveals that the utilization of multi-zone model by
horizontally dividing atriums and connecting them
through AFN is suitable for atrium energy simulations,
and the simulation accuracy increases with the increment
of zone division numbers. Furthermore, by controlling the
division number in an appropriate value, the simulation
efficiency can also be improved.
To conclude, the final obtained simulation method is
based on the characteristics of shopping malls. Moreover,
it has dual attributes of accuracy and efficiency. The
results can provide a favourable simulation method for
architects, thereby facilitating their atrium design work in
shopping malls, especially for the early design stages.
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Table 3: Energy simulation results of four different modelling methods and their corresponding simulation errors
compared with Method D4.
Division
Cooling
Cooling error
Heating
Heating error Total annual
Total error
methods
(kWh/m2)
(%)
(kWh/m2)
(%)
(kWh/m2)
(%)
Method D4

84.65

-

61.91

-

146.56

-

Method D1

87.51

+3.37

72.32

+16.82

159.83

+9.05

Method D2

79.23

-6.41

68.43

+10.53

147.66

+0.75

Method D3

83.78

-1.04

62.87

+1.55

146.64

+0.06

Table 4: Energy simulation results of simplified models on the basis of Method D3 for energy consumption,
corresponding simulation errors, and simulation efficiency.
Division
Cooling Cooling error
Heating
Heating error Total annual Total error
Time
methods
(kWh/m2)
(%)
(kWh/m2)
(%)
(kWh/m2)
(%)
(min)
Method D4

84.65

-

61.91

-

146.56

-

101

Method D3

83.78

-1.04

62.87

+1.55

146.64

0.06

68

Method D3-4

83.44

-1.44

63.85

+3.14

147.29

+0.50%

48

Method D3-3

83.11

-1.82

65.07

+5.10

148.18

+1.10%

39

Method D3-2

80.89

-4.45

66.56

+7.51

147.45

+0.60%

17

Note: -4, -3, and -2 represent the zone division numbers of third and fourth floor on the basis of Method D3.
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